adaptive.

Lab/Studio space as unique as your needs.
What if Discovery Park District offered you the perfect highly specialized
space to suit your design, research, precision assembly, prototyping,
wet lab, dry lab, or computational lab needs?
Located in the heart of the Discovery Park District at the western edge of Purdue
University, envision modular lab spaces facilitating a breadth of uses, from electronics,
machining, CAD and maker-space functions—to higher acuity Bio/Chem lab needs
complemented by smaller break-out, collaboration spaces for specific lab projects.
Forming new collaborations and bringing researchers together to solve the biggest
problems is nothing new for Discovery Park - but changing the lab environment where
it happens is. Come be a part of what’s next, at Discovery Park District.

adaptive.
lab + design studio.
Modular lab spaces supported
by dance-floor or perimeter lab
support systems enhances both
wayfinding and flexibility while
allowing natural light into all labs
and support areas.
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CAD/CAM/BIM DANCE FLOOR
WITH OVERHEAD POWER

oor plan

MODULAR CORRIDOR USE SUPPORT BLOCKS
OR EXPANSION SPACE

MACHINING AND PRINTING TYPE LAB WITH
FLEXIBLE FURNITURE

adaptive.

Illustrative Uses
CAD/CAM/Building Information
Modeling (BIM) laboratory
BIOLOGY OR CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
WITH FUME HOODS

LAB PREPARATION AREA

Biology/chemistry laboratory
with fume hoods
Wet laboratory
Lab preparation area
Machining laboratory
Printing laboratory
Electronics laboratory
Virtual laboratories
Precision assembly/
manufacturing

ELECTRONICS TYPE LAB

Robotics laboratory
Teaching laboratory modules
Research laboratory modules
Open, collaborative spaces

adaptive.
Discovery Park Adjacencies
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Discovery Park District is a living
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Convergence Center for
Innovation and Collaboration

2

Aspire at Discovery Park

3

Birck Nanotechnology Center

4

Bindley Bioscience Center

laboratory environment where
companies, families and individuals
come to live, work, learn, play and
create in a dynamic, interactive
community focused on innovation.
Discovery Park District is a uniquely
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Burton D. Morgan Center for Entrepreneurship

6

Mann Hall

7

FLEX Lab

8

Discovery Learning Research Center

9

Purdue University Institute for Drug Discovery

designed, purpose-driven community
across 400 acres that inspires
creativity and innovation while
offering a thriving, walkable, urban
setting to create, congregate,
collaborate, and commercialize.
Here you’ll find yourself at the
western gateway to Purdue
University, its faculty, students and
vibrant Big Ten campus. Collaborative
office and lab space blend with
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residential homes, pavilions, green
space, walking paths, restaurants
and retail. All creating a rich,
connected community like no other in
the Midwest.

Located at the core of Discovery Park District
For more about the district, please contact:
Adam G. Chavers

Jeremy D. Slater

Chief Development Officer

Director of Discovery Park District

achavers@browninginv.com

JDSlater@prf.org

317.344.7333

765.588.1221

